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Colin Cowie has a roster of A-list celebrity clients--but now every modern bride can benefit from his

incomparable style, aesthetic, and experience. Designed to work in conjunction with his website,

ColinCowieWeddings.com, this beautiful, new three-ring binder--with illustrations by fashion

designer Rebecca Moses--will become the prospective bride's go-to planning resource. With Colin's

guidance, every bride will succeed in discovering what her own special idea of a dream wedding is

and how to make it come true â€¦ within budget. In addition to covering all the logistics, from creating

the guest list to booking a fantasy honeymoon, Colin provides his signature design tips and

time-tested advice for both bride AND groom. And the book--which brides can customize with their

very own cover photo--makes organization simple and stress-free, thanks to two sturdy storage

envelopes, a one-year calendar, a business-card holder, seating-chart and guest-list templates, and

vendor fill-in lists!Â 
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I bought this at B&N and it was wrapped in plastic so I couldn't look inside. I had seen other

organizers, I wanted the one from The Knot but it wasn't there, so I picked up this one. I was really

dissappointing, for an organizer I was expecting more checklists and planning tools. This reads

more like a magazine or a book with only 5 chapters. the dividers aren't even labeled for easy

organization. I had to add blank paper to mine and some page protectors to add print outs from

other wedding planning sources. The only reason I kept it is because I spent $35 on it and I'm

planning a wedding so I can't go buying another one. I do not recommend this planner, there are

much better ones out there.***forgot to mention, the planner has a page to slip in business cards



from vendors, except the spaces do not fit standard business cards...Seriously.

This book had everything in it including: questions to ask vendors, places to keep vendor

information, seating arrangement charts, and lots of tips and ideas. It was a bit wordy and I wish

there were pages inside that you could use to place photos or magazine cut-outs of ideas--there

was only places to write them down on a lined surface. All-in-all, I would recommend this one. I

spent a lot of time researching wedding planners and this one was my favorite!

This item typically sells for around $40 at Barnes and Noble. I know this because I purchased it as a

gift for a friend a while back. I had my eye on this for a while so I decided to purchase it for myself

and realized I didn't want to spend another $40 on this so the $14 price for this version was great. It

has all the content of the $40 version, but it didn't come with the keepsake box that it usually would

since this the binder, and that is okay. It still had all the information you would need from advice, to

a timeline, even to seating chart arrangements. The organizer/binder also has a pouch at the very

back for you to keep receipts/brochers, etc. There is also a business card holder at the back, but not

sure if it's made for traditional-sized business cards. They are too small of pockets so I have to cut

the business card in order to slide it in. Also, the calendar provided doesn't seem to correlate with

2013 or 2014. Can't really use it to record appointments or dates of contact with vendors, but

really... with smartphones, who needs a paper calendar anymore?Overall, for the cost, this is a

pretty great organizer. It's really nice to have, and it's big but not bulky. I would purchase this again

if I had to and would recommend it for my friends as well.

I had no idea how overwhelmed I'd be planning a wedding!! This notebook has kept me in check, on

schedule and totally organized. No clue what I'd do without it! It also gave me ideas I'd never have

thought of on my own. No wonder Colin Cowie is a wedding expert. This is the next best thing to

having Colin personally plan my wedding!

This wedding planner is tasteful and there are a lot of detailed information that one cannot find it

other wedding books. I am not the most organized person so I especially love the little pockets it has

for one to put in magazine clips, swatches, name cards etc so you have everything in one book

when you go to talk to your bridesmaids, photographer, wedding planners etc.It really helped me

organize for my overseas wedding and also served as a wonderful keepsake as I put many of the

magazine clips, trial photos, menus etc there and it gives me great memories when thinking about



all the time, effort and stress I went through when planning my wedding.

When I found out how much details and planning actually go into a wedding I instantly became

super overwhelmed. This planner is a life saver for new and clueless brides like myself and its a

beautiful keepsake. It is definitely a must have if your looking for a great wedding planner

I got this wedding planner from a discount outlet store $7.99!!!! Yes! $7.99 It comes in a pretty box

to keep it in when your done, every useful and lots of information for those who are planning on your

own. What I didn't like was that it was base on a budget for a rich person. I added extra folders and

decorated the outside of the binder to make it my own. So for what I paid for it, it was worth it.

This is a great book! Colin Cowie lays out everything you need to know when wedding planning,

including how far in advance to accomplish certain tasks. Best of all, it comes in a big box that says

"WEDDING." I keep all my wedding related papers in this box - super organized!
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